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Quantum entanglement is usually considered a fragile quantity and decoherence through coupling
to an external environment, such as a thermal reservoir, can quickly destroy the entanglement re-
source. This doesn’t have to be the case and the environment can be engineered to assist in the
formation of entanglement. We investigate a system of qubits and higher dimensional spins interact-
ing only through their mutual coupling to a reservoir. We explore the entanglement of multipartite
and multidimensional system as mediated by the bath and show that at low temperatures and
intermediate coupling strengths multipartite entanglement may form between qubits and between
higher spins, i.e., qudits. We characterise the multipartite entanglement using an entanglement
witness based upon the structure factor and demonstrate its validity versus the directly calculated
entanglement of formation, suggesting possible experiments for its measure.

Entanglement between systems with few degrees of
freedom is often a fragile property as their interaction
with a much larger environment drives decoherence. This
decoherence often comes from the small system inter-
acting in an incoherent, memory-less manner with the
bath. Most theoretical studies of few-body quantum sys-
tems make this assumption explicitly or implicitly, i.e.,
the dynamics is Markovian. Such approximation seems
quite appropriate and experimentally valid to high preci-
sion in condensed matter systems [1]. However, it is also
a possibility that the environment, if suitably prepared,
can mediate the creation of quantum correlation between
small systems [2].

Quantum entanglement for two or even three qubits
has been studied extensively [3, 4] and it is well under-
stood, but less well characterised is multipartite entan-
glement – entanglement between several systems. For
example, for more than four qubits, the creation as well
as the characterisation of quantum entanglement be-
comes exceedingly difficult. Theoretical investigations
also face the curse of dimensionality, since the dimension
of the corresponding Hilbert-space grows exponentially
with the number of subsystems. Despite the hurdles, ex-
perimental demonstration of multipartite entanglement
has been achieved in ion traps with up to 14 ions [5–7],
or for ten superconducting qubits [8, 9] and ten photonic
qubits on a linear optical platform [10].

The main obstacle to achieving significant multipar-
tite entanglement is decoherence and dissipation due to
coupling to the environment. The lifetime of entan-
gled states decreases rapidly with the size of the sys-
tem. Standard approaches to overcome this difficulty in-
volve high fidelity quantum gates and large qubit over-

heads, which can be more and more challenging as the
number of qubits increases. On the other hand, steady
state two-qubit entanglement can be generated by en-
gineered dissipation in trapped ions [11] and supercon-
ducting qubits [12], and noise assisted quantum trans-
port has also been reported [13, 14]. These experimental
results challenge the general assumption that dissipation
is always detrimental to quantum information process-
ing, rather they demonstrate that it might be a resource
that can be engineered and harnessed.

It has been conjectured that non-Markovian effects in
the quantum time evolution, assuming an Ohmic bosonic
bath at zero temperature, can leave their fingerprints on
the time dependence of coherence [15]. This conjecture
relies on the applicability and accuracy of the Born ap-
proximation underpinning the Bloch-Redfield equation.
It should be noted that this perturbation approach con-
tains accumulating divergences [16], rendering the Born
approximation inappropriate at long times. As a conse-
quence care should be taken when interpreting these the-
oretical investigations, but the different Markovian and
non-Markovian processes which affect relaxation and de-
phasing do offer opportunities to engineer the effects of
the environment upon the system of interest.

Another research direction proposes entangling sys-
tems with more numerous degrees of freedom [17]. In
general we may replace a standard two-level system with
a d-dimensional system – a qudit . Such generalisation is
not a simple extension of already existing concepts: the
entanglement of two-qubit systems seems somewhat the
exception [18] rather than the rule. In addition, there
is qualitative difference between bipartite and multipar-
tite entanglement [19] and the latter may provide higher
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flexibility to achieve more efficient quantum information
processing [20]. The main focus of recent experiments has
been to generate and characterise multilevel and multi-
partite entanglement [17, 21–23]. Our work presented
here aims to contribute to these efforts.

Here we build a theoretical model to generate steady
state multipartite and multilevel entanglement mediated
solely by the environment. First we consider a gen-
eral open quantum system coupled to a bath and then
we examine the equilibrium reduced density matrix of
non-interacting qudits through the analytical polaron
treatment, complemented by a numerically exact path-
integral approach. Next, we demonstrate the use of
the structure-factor-based and global entanglement wit-
nesses to compute entanglement in bipartite and mul-
tilevel systems. For a non-interacting pair of qubits, we
demonstrate that the entanglement is maximised at finite
amount of system-bath interaction, and the peak values
are temperature dependent.

Our results can be tested experimentally, as scattering
experiments have already proved to be useful in quan-
tifying multipartite entanglement [24]. Structure factors
are macroscopic quantities measurable in various periodic
systems, e.g., Bragg scattering on ultracold atoms in op-
tical lattices [25] or from ion chains [26] and neutron scat-
tering from solid state systems. Furthermore, the struc-
ture factor, particularly the dynamic structure factor, is a
central observable quantity in determining single-particle
and collective electronic excitations in many-body sys-
tems [27, 28].

Model — We consider the collection of N identical,
non-interacting qudits. The energy splittings between
levels are assumed to be uniform and denoted by ε while
the tunnelling matrix element is ∆. The bath is modelled
as an ensemble of harmonic oscillators with frequencies
ωn. The strength of coupling between a qudit and an os-
cillator with angular frequency ωn is denoted by gn. Thus
the total system-plus-bath Hamiltonian is formally writ-
ten as Htot = HS +HB +HI, where HS, and HB govern
the internal dynamics of the system and the bath, respec-
tively, while HI describes the coupling between them. In
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FIG. 1. (Colour online) The schematics of the physical
system consisting of N d-level systems (qudits) and a bath of
harmonic oscillators. The qudits do not directly interact with
each other, but they are all coupled to the bath.

detail

HS =
1

2

N∑
j=1

[
εs(j)z + ∆s(j)x

]
,

HB =
∑
n

ωnb
†
nbn,

HI =
∑
n

N∑
j=1

gns
(j)
z

(
b†n + bn

)
,

where sx and sz are the x and z components of a spin op-
erator of a system with spin s, and the bn are the bosonic
bath operators. The number of degrees of freedom of the
bath is assumed to be much larger than that of the qu-
dits, thus according to the Poincaré recurrence theorem
the time-scale on which the bath feeds back the energy
to the subsystems is enormous.

This separation of time-scales allows us to smooth the
oscillator modes and instead of {ωn} we characterise the
bath with a continuous spectral density J(ω). For analyt-
ical calculations below, we assume a super-Ohmic spec-
trum, J(ω) = γ( ωωc

)3e−ω/ωc , of exponential cut-off with
a fixed ωc, and constant system-bath coupling strength,
γ, with the dimension of frequency. The reciprocal of the
cut-off frequency, τ ∝ 1

ωc
governs the relaxation time of

the bath. This form of the spectral density is commonly
used in the study of tunnelling effects in solid state sys-
tems [29]. Though the analysis below utilises a super-
Ohmic spectrum, numerical results with other spectral
densities, e.g., Ohmic and Lorentzian (see supplementary
information), show that the conclusions are applicable to
a wide range of systems. In order to capture the effects
of strong qudit-bath coupling, we employ the polaron
transformation defined as H̃tot = ePHtote

−P , where

P = 2
∑
j

s(j)z
∑
n

gn
ωn

(
b†n − bn

)
.

The total Hamiltonian preserves its structure under this
transformation: H̃tot = H̃S + H̃B + H̃I, where H̃B = HB

and

H̃S =
1

2

N∑
j=1

[
εs(j)z + ∆Rs

(j)
x

]
−
∑
n

g2n
ωn

N∑
j,k

s(j)z s(k)z ,

H̃I =

N∑
j=1

[
s(j)x Vx + s(j)y Vy

]
.

Several remarks are in order. First, the Hamiltonians are
partitioned such that the expectation value TrSB (ρ̃H̃I) =

〈H̃I〉SB = 0. Second, an effective qudit-qudit interaction

term, ∼ s
(j)
z s

(k)
z , appears in H̃S , induced by the system-

bath coupling. This term is the source of the finite
equilibrium entanglement in the system since the qudits
were originally assumed to be non-interacting. Third, the
system-bath coupling in the polaron picture, H̃I, assumes
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a form very different from HI. All spin operators appear
in a symmetric way and they are coupled to effective bath
operators Vx, Vy. The explicit expressions of these bath
operators are immaterial for our current analysis but for
sake of transparency they are provided in the supplemen-
tary material. Finally, the polaron transformation renor-
malises the tunnelling rate, ∆ 7→ ∆R, and it thus picks
up a temperature and coupling strength dependence.

The equilibrium reduced density matrix can formally
be expressed [30] as a partial trace

ρ̃S =
TrB

(
e−βH̃tot

)
TrSB

(
e−βH̃tot

) .
Expanding ρ̃S and taking into account that 〈H̃I〉SB =
0 guarantees that in perturbative expansion the leading
order term for ρ̃S is of second order in the interaction
Hamiltonian. The equilibrium state of the system can be
approximated [31] as ρ̃S ≈ ρ̃S,0 + ρ̃S,2 where

ρ̃S,0 = Z−1S,0 e
−βH̃S

ρ̃S,2 = Z−2S,0

[
AZS,0 − ZS,2 e

−βH̃S

]
.

The leading ρ̃S,0 term is the expected canonical equi-
librium distribution in the polaron picture with ZS,0 =

TrS(e−βH̃S), while the correction term, ρ̃S,2, picks up
some of the correlation between the multi-level subsys-
tems and the bath via

A =
∑
`

∫ β

0

dτ

∫ τ

0

dτ ′C``(τ − τ ′)e−βH̃SS`(τ)S`(τ
′),

where S` =
∑
j s

(j)
` and ZS,2 = TrS(A). Even the ze-

roth order term captures some correlation through the
transformed system Hamiltonian. The exact expressions
of C``(τ) = 〈V`(τ)V`(τ

′)〉H̃B
are in the supplementary

information.
It is useful at this point to analyse the behaviour of

perturbation theory at strong coupling in the polaron
frame. As γ 7→ ∞ the system becomes incoherent since
the coherent tunnelling element, ∆R vanishes. Simul-
taneously the correlation functions, C``(τ), and hence
the second-order correction to the reduced density matrix
ρ̃S,2 vanishes. Therefore the equilibrium density matrix
at strong γ is dominated by the bath induced coupling

term, σ
(j)
z σ

(k)
z , e.g., for qubits ρ̃S ∝ exp(−βH̃S), where

H̃S is a diagonal matrix, since it is proportional to σz.
Therefore ρ̃S is also diagonal. This result, namely that
ρ̃S follows the canonical Gibbs’ distribution, at least in
the strong coupling regime, is in agreement with [32]. In
the strong coupling (and limit of weak coupling) the den-
sity matrix can be factored as a product of single particle
density matrices so this qubit system can be considered
as a classical simulator in the language of [32]. It is only

in the intermediate coupling regime, in the presence of
entanglement, that the system provides a quantum re-
source.

Entanglement witness — The Hahn–Banach separa-
tion theorem guarantees that for any entangled state
there is an entanglement witness [33]. However, currently
there is no universal measure of entanglement for an ar-
bitrary number of subsystems each possessing multiple
levels, rather there are a plethora of functionals which
are useful in specific situations. Unlike qudit and multi-
partite systems, bipartite qubit systems can be classified
by a single measure [34]. This fact shows that bipartite
qubit systems are not typical, rather the exceptions.

In order to quantify bipartite qubit entanglement, we
adopt the standard measure of entanglement of forma-
tion (EoF) [35]. However, detecting multipartite entan-
glement for a mixed state is more complicated [36], and
we rely on the structure factor as a precursor of an en-
tanglement witness

S``′(k) =
∑
i<j

eik(rj−ri)
〈
s
(i)
` s

(j)
`′

〉
,

where `, `′ run over the set {x, y, z}, k is the wavenumber,
and ri, rj are the positions of spins i and j. The distance
between two adjacent qubits is normalised to unity [37].
The entanglement witness, based on S``′(k), is defined
as W (k) = 1− Σ(k), where Σ(k) = Σ̄(k) + Σ̄(−k), and

Σ̄(k) =
1

2
(
N
2

)[cxSxx(k) + cySyy(k) + czSzz(k)
]
.

It has been proven [36] that W detects multipartite en-
tanglement of a mixed state whenever 〈W 〉 = Tr(Wρ) <
0, or equivalently 〈Σ〉 > 1. In general the coefficients
c` can be chosen arbitrarily by the observer provided all
c` are real and |c`| ≤ 1. Below we use (cx, cy, cz) =
(1,−1, 1). In the case of qudit systems we use a conve-
nient lower bound [38] of the entanglement of formation

EoF ≥ EoFlb = − log2

(
1− 1

2R
2
)
,

where

R =
2√
|C|

∑
(j,k)∈C
j<k

[
|〈j, j|ρ|k, k〉| −

√
〈j, k|ρ|j, k〉〈k, j|ρ|k, j〉

]
,

with C being the set containing all pairs of indices (j, k),
while |C| denotes its cardinality.

Results — We first revisit the two-qubit case, i.e.,
s` 7→ 1

2σ`, and while this system has been analysed before
[2, 39] we expand those analyses here. We use an imagi-
nary time path-integral technique for calculating the re-
duced density matrix for the bare system, while for the
dressed particles the previously described polaron trans-
formation and second order approximation is employed
since it yields accurate equilibrium density matrices for a
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wide range of parameters [31], except for simultaneously
low ωc and temperatures.

In the weak coupling regime, increasing the bath medi-
ated interaction between qubits enhances the induced en-
tanglement. On the other hand, entanglement decreases
exponentially as a function of γ in the strong coupling

regime. The interaction term, ∼ σ
(j)
z σ

(k)
z in H̃S, dom-

inates in the strong coupling limits, and the resulting
ρ̃S is localized (i.e., diagonal) in the σz basis with zero
entanglement. The scaling limits the entanglement in
both weak and strong coupling regimes and gives rise to
the maximal entanglement at intermediate γ. The non-
monotonic behavior of EoF as a function of γ may be
reminiscent of the “stochastic resonance” phenomenon
reported by Huelga [40] and Lee [41]. Unlike the coupled
quantum many-body systems considered in these earlier
works, the qubits here are not coupled directly, the en-
tanglement is solely induced by the interaction with the
common reservoir.

It should be noted that ρ̃S is quite different from ρS.
The transform describes a system “dressed” by the po-
laron cloud due to the system-bath interaction. However,
this effective system is similar to those typically found in
solid state quantum dots and BCS pairs. It is interest-
ing to compare the amount of entanglement between two
dressed qubits with that between two bare qubits. While
the analytical polaron method is capable of exploring the
entire range of dissipation strength and temperature, we
need to employ the numerically exact imaginary time
path-integral technique [42] to obtain ρS . Given the high
computational cost of the path-integral technique, we re-
stricted our analysis to small systems, at moderate γ and
temperature values.

The EoF between the qubits as a function of dissipa-
tion strength, γ, is shown in Fig. 2. The dependence of
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FIG. 2. (Colour online) Two qubits: EoF and 〈W 〉 are shown
for two bare- and polaron qubits at β = 5. The dashed lines
are only to guide the eye. Inset provides the EoF between two
polaron qubits as a heatmap for varying interaction strength,
γ, and inverse temperature, β.

entanglement on γ between two bare qubits is similar to
that of polaron qubits, albeit at a lower value. The dif-
ference of EoF between dressed qubits and bare qubits is
a consequence of the system-phonon and phonon-phonon
entanglement, captured through the polaron transforma-
tion but not in the calculation of entanglement between
the bare qubits. The polaron transformation dresses the
qubit with phonons in the bath and correlations in this
phonon gas then contribute to the polaron entanglement.
This result does not contradict our assumption of Marko-
vian (memory less) time-evolution, rather it reflects the
fact that within the environment equilibrium correlation
has built up.

Fig. 2 also illustrates the structure-factor-based entan-
glement witness, 〈W 〉, for the two-qubit system. The
negativity of 〈W 〉 is proportional to the entanglement of
formation. Of course 〈Σ〉 could also be used as an ap-
proximate measure of the entanglement. The advantage
of both Σ and W , is that they are both directly related
to the structure factor, S``′(k) and one can thus con-
nect to the wealth of knowledge in designing scattering
experiments in order to interrogate the coupled system.
Furthermore, adjusting the constants c`’s one may ex-
plore different “pockets” of the high-dimensional Hilbert
space [43] and can further classify the entangled state.

The inset of Fig. 2 shows the EoF between two polaron
qubits over a large range of γ and inverse temperature, β.
It is observed that the bath mediated equilibrium entan-
glement is also sensitive to temperature, in addition to
γ. At high temperature, all density matrices approach a
totally mixed state since all eigenstates are equally pop-
ulated, thus ρ̃S → 1 and ρ̃S,0 → 1 as A → 0. As a
result, entanglement is destroyed at high temperatures,
as expected. However, at lower temperatures the en-
tanglement of dressed qubits develops and may become
significant (∼ 0.8).

Following the illustrative two-qubit case, we next ex-
plore the possibility of observing bath induced multipar-
tite entanglement. Let us consider a linear chain of up to
six noninteracting qubits (N = 6) coupled to a common
harmonic bath. Fig. 3 demonstrates the behaviour of
〈W 〉 for different system sizes, including N = 2–6 qubits
(red bold labels). As seen, increasing the system size by
one additional qubit causes a significant decrease in op-
timal peak of 〈W 〉 from −0.926 to around −0.4 with the
same noise level. Increasing the system size further, we
again observe a lower optimum peak for 〈W 〉. Measuring
〈W 〉 for systems with 5 and 6 qubits shows that system
size has a direct effect on the correlation and the maxi-
mal entanglement moves to lower ranges in the coupling
for larger systems.

The inset of the top panel of Fig. 4 displays the en-
tanglement witness, 〈W 〉, as a function of γ at differ-
ent temperatures as indicated by the red, bold numbers
which are the dimensionless values of β. Similar to the bi-
partite case, it is shown that multipartite entanglement,
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i.e., 〈W 〉 < 0, can be generated at intermediate dissipa-
tion strength, γ ≈ 5 × 10−3, provided the temperature
is low enough. As temperature increases, thermal fluc-
tuations destroy the equilibrium multipartite entangle-
ment as the system reduced density matrix approaches
a totally mixed state. Turning to the main graph in
the top panel of Fig. 4, a negative 〈W 〉 can be seen at
low wavenumbers for low temperatures. This implies the
existence of multipartite entanglement occurring around
k ∼= 0 for β > 3.

Finally, the lower heatmap of Fig. 4 displays 〈W 〉 as a
function of both β and γ. Dashed black line separates two
distinct regimes of multipartite entanglement. It seems
worthwhile mentioning the generic u-shape of the solid
lines, indicating that multipartite entanglement develops
only within a range of γ values and below a critical tem-
perature value. While the latter feature, the existence of
a critical temperature is expected, the strong dependence
on γ is –we believe– novel. The steep slope of the solid
curve in terms of γ suggests that weak coupling to the
bath cannot efficiently relay entanglement and the qubits
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FIG. 3. (Colour online) Entanglement witnesses, 〈W 〉 for
multipartite qubits for N = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 (main fig-
ure). Other parameter values are β = 5, k = 0, (cx, cy, cz) =
(1,−1, 1), ε = 0, ∆ = 1, and ωc = 3. Bottom figure shows
EoFlb for bipartite qubits and qudits with total spin values
from s = 1

2
, up to 3 in steps of 1

2
. Notice the log-log scale.

evolve in time more or less independently of each other.
On the other hand, strong coupling with the bath con-
nects the qubit with numerous phonon modes, leading
to decoherence and the inhibition of any transmission of
entanglement between the qubits.

From here onwards we focus on multilevel systems.
One may extend the results above to higher spin val-
ues by using appropriate spin operators as the formalism
has already been presented in this general form. For ex-
ample, the form of the Hamiltonian for a spin-1 system
(qutrits) is similar to that of the spin- 12 system, with the
main difference being the occurrence of the anisotropic
term, ∼ s2z in H̃S. This term contributes only a constant
in the case of sz = 1

2σz. The polaron transformation can
still be defined in this higher dimensional space. In or-
der to apply the transform to Htot, the Baker-Campbell-
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FIG. 4. (Colour online) Six qubits. (Top) Entanglement
witness 〈W 〉 is plotted as a function of k with fixed interac-
tion strength γ = 5×10−3. The inset depicts the dependence
of 〈W 〉 on γ for the fixed k = 0 at different temperatures (red
labels). (Bottom) Heatmap representation of 〈W 〉 as a func-
tion of β and γ for k = 0. The inner dark-red region denotes
the parameter space where multipartite entanglement could
be detected for 〈W 〉 < 0. The dashed black line separates the
positive and negative regions of 〈W 〉.
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Hausdorff formula [44] is needed, but this does not pose
any serious limitation on the calculation.

The bottom panel of Fig. 3 compares EoFlb for bi-
partite qudit systems from s = 1

2 up to s = 3 in steps
of 1

2 (red bold labels). Notice the log-log scale of the
axes. Increasing the dimensionality of a subsystem man-
ifests itself in more brittle entanglement such that at the
same noise-level in the bath lower entanglement can be
achieved. Therefore the maximal entanglement shift to-
wards weaker interactions by increasing spin dimensions.

Now looking at Fig. 5, we see that the entanglement
of formation exhibits a stochastic resonance behaviour in
qutrit systems similar to that in the qubit system, but to
a more limited extent.
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FIG. 5. (Colour online) Figure focuses on the case of s = 1
and compares the two entanglement measures for two qubits
and two qutrits. Both their bare and polaron-dressed mea-
sures are given. It is apparent that entanglement is reduced
significantly for higher spins. In the inset the lower bound of
entanglement of formation (EoFlb) is plotted for two polaron
qutrits as a heatmap over a range of system-bath coupling, γ,
and inverse temperature, β.

Moreover, by comparing the curves of qubits and
qutrits in the main panel of Fig. 5, we may conclude
that observable entanglement in qutrits system can oc-
cur only at lower temperatures than in qubit systems.
This is expected as the temperature is a proxy for the
noise in the phonon-bath. Thus increasing temperature
rises noise-levels which destroy correlation. The stochas-
tic resonance thus happens at lower noise levels for the
qutrit systems. In summary, the maximal entanglement
in both cases depends on temperature and happens at
moderate system-bath coupling strengths.

Concluding, we have demonstrated that steady state
multipartite and multilevel entanglement can be induced
solely through interactions with a common reservoir. The
multipartite and multilevel entanglement are experimen-
tally accessible and we propose that an analysis of the
system’s structure factors could be used for their detec-
tion. Structure factors, both static and dynamic, are

commonly used in solid-state physics, and are suited to
the capture of correlational structure in few-body sys-
tems. They are measurable in scattering experiments,
e.g., via neutron scattering in condensed-matter systems,
or via light scattering off optical lattices.

We reiterate that the analysis presented here focuses
on a bath with a super-Ohmic spectrum for analytical
treatment of the polaron perturbation technique. Nu-
merical results with other spectral densities (Ohmic and
Lorentzian) show that our conclusions are essentially in-
dependent of the precise form of spectral density and
applicable to a wide range of systems.

It is clear that the spin-boson models are an important
tool in understanding imperfections in quantum gate op-
eration. The results presented above make some first
steps in characterising quantitatively steady-state mul-
tipartite and multi-dimensional entanglement, thereby
helping provide an additional resource for quantum in-
formation applications. We envision that entanglement
measures based on the structure factor could become a
good tool to probe and quantify multipartite qudit en-
tanglement and simultaneously test setups with control-
lable dissipation, e.g., trapped ions and superconducting
qubits.

Fermions (qudits) in optical lattices seem particularly
suitable candidates for investigation as these systems are
highly controllable, e.g., the potential depth and external
magnetic field can control ε and ∆, and how strongly
these atoms interact with each others. If a thermal cloud
of atoms (the bath) were trapped in a different potential
and brought in contact with the strongly trapped atoms
in the lattice, their interaction, γ, could also be tuned.
Then one may potentially interrogate the trapped atoms
via scattering [24, 45], and deduce the structure factor to
quantify entanglement.
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Appendix A: Details of multipartite qubit system
We now discuss in a little more detail the qubit system.
The total Hamiltonian for N qubits, Htot = HS +HB +
HSB, in the open quantum system formalism is given by

HS =
1

2

N∑
j

[
εσ(j)
z + ∆σ(j)

x

]
,

HB =
∑
n

ωnb
†
nbn

HSB =
∑
nj

gnσ
(j)
z

(
b†n + bn

)
,

where HS, HB and HSB are the system, bath and the
system-bath coupling Hamiltonians, respectively. The
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system is described by a group of N non-interacting iden-
tical two-level systems with energy splitting ε and tun-
nelling matrix element ∆. The corresponding polaron
transformation is

P =
∑
j

σ(j)
z

∑
n

gn
ωn

(b†n − bn).

Up to a constant we obtain H̃tot = H̃S + H̃B + H̃SB with

H̃S =
∑
j

[
ε

2
σ(j)
z +

∆R

2
σ(j)
x

]
−
∑
n

g2n
ωn

∑
jk

σ(j)
z σ(k)

z ,

H̃B = HB

H̃SB =
∑
j

[
σ(j)
x Vx + σ(j)

y Vy

]
.

For H̃S, the tunnelling element in H̃S is renormalized due
to the system bath coupling,

∆R = ∆ exp

(
− 2

π

∫ ∞
0

J(ω)

ω2
coth

(
βω

2

)
dω

)
.

In order to get some insight into the behaviour of the
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exp( 4

c t)

t = kBT
c

R

FIG. 6. (Colour online) The dimensionless ratio of ∆R/∆
is plotted as a function of dimensionless temperature, t =
kBT/(~ωc). The bold values close to each curves give the
actual value of the coupling strength, γ. Asymptotic be-
haviour both at low- and high-temperatures are indicated.
The t → 0+ limit also demonstrates that increasing γ re-
duced the ratio exponentially fast, i.e, the tunnelling term
in the polaron picture, ∆R, quickly diminishes with stronger
coupling.

renormalised tunnelling rate, ∆R, one may evaluate this
integral for a generic super-Ohmic spectral density

J(ω) = γ

(
ω

ωc

)k
e−ω/ωc

where k has to be bigger that 2 to mollify the singularity
at ω = 0. Substituting this expression into the integral

one may arrive at

ln

(
∆R

∆

)
= − 2

π

(
γ

ωc

)
Γ(k − 1)

[
2tk−1ζ(k − 1, t)− 1

]
where ζ(s, a) is the generalised Riemann-zeta function
and t = kBT/(~ωc) is a dimensionless temperature. Let
us choose k = 3 in order to be consistent with the spectral
density used in the main body of the work and examine
the low- and high-temperature asymptotic of this expres-
sion. As t → 0+ the generalised Riemann-zeta function
develops a singularity, however, its pre-factor tk−1 can-
cels that precisely and we obtain

∆R

∆
∼= exp

(
− 2

π

(
γ

ωc

)[
1 +

π2

3
t2
])
→ exp

(
− 2

π

γ

ωc

)
.

Thus the renormalised tunnelling term approaches a con-
stant which depends on the coupling strength and cut-off
frequency. This result demonstrates that with increasing
system-bath coupling the tunnelling term vanishes expo-
nentially. In the opposite, high-temperature limit, the
zeta function vanishes as (k−2)t2−k + 2t1−k, thus in our
case (γ > 0)

∆R

∆
∼= exp

(
− 4

π

γ

ωc
t

)
→ 0.

As anticipated, for decoupled systems, i.e., γ = 0, the
tunnelling term is not affected by the bath in any way,
thus ∆R = ∆.

After analysing the renormalised tunnelling term in de-
tail, let us return to the formalism used for the two qubit
case. As for the general spin case, here the system-bath
coupling also induces a qubit-qubit interaction term,

σ
(j)
z σ

(k)
z , which appears in H̃S. The system bath cou-

pling in the polaron picture, H̃SB, assumes a form very
different from HSB. The bath operators entering into the
system-bath coupling are

Vx =
1

4
∆
(
D+ +D2

− − 2B
)

Vy = − i
4

∆
(
D2
− −D2

+

)
,

with D± = exp
(
±
∑
n
gn
ωn

(
b†n − bn

))
and 〈D2

±〉B = R.
The bath correlation functions, C``′(τ) = 〈V`(τ)V`′〉B are
given by

Cxx(τ) =
1

4
∆2
R

[
cosh (φ(τ))− 1

]
Cyy(τ) =

1

4
∆2
R sinh (φ(τ)),

where

φ(τ) =
4

π

∫ ∞
0

J(ω)

ω2

cosh
(
1
2 (β − 2τ)ω

)
sinh

(
1
2βω

) dω.

The diagonal correlation function, Czz(τ), together with
cross-correlations, e.g., Cxz(τ), vanish identically using
the full polaron transformation described in the text.
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Appendix B: Ohmic and Lorentzian baths Here we
study the equilibrium entanglement induced by a com-
mon Ohmic or Lorentzian bath. These baths are repre-
sented by the spectral densities

JOhmic(ω) = γ ω e−ω/ωc

JLorentz(ω) = γ
ω ωc

ω2 + ω2
c

,

respectively. Both of these densities behave as J(ω) ∝ ω
for ω � 1, thus an essential singularity appears at ω = 0
in the expressions for ∆R and φ(τ). Consequently, the
polaron method used in the main text is not applica-
ble for these baths as it suffers from nonphysical diver-
gences [30, 46]. The integrals in ∆R and φ(τ) are all di-
vergent for any non-zero coupling strengths, thus the tun-
nelling element, ∆R, is always normalised to zero. There-
fore, here we only present the numerical results from the
imaginary time path integral simulations.

In the spin-boson models, e.g., the one used in this
work, where the bath is harmonic, the trace over the bath
degrees of freedom for ρ̃S can be performed analytically
and –within the path integral formalism– we arrive at
the Feynman-Vernon influence functional [30, 47]. Em-
ploying the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation and
realising that the influence functional can be unravelled
by an auxiliary stochastic field, ξ(τ), leads to a time-
dependent Hamiltonian Hst ∼ 1

2

[
εσz + ∆σx

]
+ ξ(τ)σz

governing the imaginary time evolution. All of the effects
of the bath are accounted for by the coloured noise
term, ξ(τ). The trace over the bath now corresponds to
averaging the imaginary time dynamics over realisations
of the noise. The primary benefit of this path integral
approach is that it provides the entire reduced density
matrix from a single Monte Carlo calculation and
arbitrary spectral density, J(ω), may be used. In our
calculations, 108 − 1011 samples achieved convergence.
Further details of the numerical implementation can be
found in Refs. [31, 42]. Due to the high computational
cost of this method, we only study the two qubit case
(N = 2) for the weak and intermediate system-bath
coupling regimes. In the following, we use β = 10,
ε = 0 and ∆ = 1. The entanglement of formation
and structure factor entanglement witness between two
non-interacting qubits in a common Ohmic bath and
the same quantities for a Lorentzian bath are shown
in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the features in both
cases are qualitatively similar to those obtained using a
super-Ohmic spectral density in the main text. There-
fore, the general observations made in our main text
should not be sensitive to the spectral density of the bath.

Appendix C: Scaling peak of entanglement and
structure factor Finally, we present an approximate
power law scaling relation in the qudit systems. Fig. ??
shows the scaling of peak entanglement for high dimen-
sional bipartite and multipartite systems. The EoFlb
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FIG. 7. (Colour online) Entanglement measures, EoF and
〈W 〉, are plotted as functions of the coupling strength, γ, for
two qubits coupled to either an Ohmic (orange) or Lorentzian
bath (blue). In both cases the inverse temperature is β =
10, while the cut-off angular frequencies were ωc = 8 for the
Ohmic and ωc = 5 for the Lorentzian bath. Note that the
values of the ordinate in the top figure need to be multiplied
by ×10−2.

peaks obey a consistent power law, although some fluc-
tuation is seen in the peak of the structure-factor-based
entanglement measure for multipartite system. Relations
vary between approximately linear and a square root be-
haviour. An analytic treatment remains the subject of
further work.
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FIG. 8. (Colour online) The value of peak entanglement mea-
sures, EoFlb and 〈W 〉, as a function of interaction strength,
γ, as a log-log plot together with linear fits. Powers vary be-
tween approximately 0.5 and 1.0. The inverse temperature
values, β = 5, 10 and 20, are indicated as appropriate.
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